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In addition to the existing seal insertion machine and intermediate stripping machine, the both 
ends crimping machine TRD 301 Series offers a new line of 4t press both-ends crimping 
machine, TRD 302.
The TRD301/302 series has now been developed with high emphasis in different areas e.g.; 
high processing capability, an excellent stability for processing accuracy as a result of a 
complete renovation with ShinMaywa’s independent straight drive system, thoroughly brushing 
up the high-speed control technology and using the design of high-rigidity drive mechanism.
The operation Windows base operating system of PC control was developed, which uses 
graphical user interface for easy data input.
In addition, the new type digital crimping press is integrated as standard on all model machines.  
Its high-rigidity body and integration of an independent link mechanism which enhances the 
automatic crimp height adjustment that allows quick set-up changes.  
The TRD301/302 series is integrated with various ShinMaywa technologies that promise a 
reliability enhancement in productivity.

Automatic Wire Terminating
Machine TRD301/302 Series
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■TRD301Series

■TRD302 Series　

Maximum of five places

　Wire size application table　Wire size application table

TRD301MS

TRD302WPA
(3-module both ends seal insertion)

TRD302WPSA
(3-module single end seal insertion)

TRD302

TRD301

TRD301WPA
(4-module both ends seal insertion)

TRD301WPC
(1×4-module both ends seal insertion)

TRD301WPSA
(4-module single end seal insertion)

TRD301WPSB
(1-module single end seal insertion)

Model Processing description
Applicable wire size

Model Processing description
Applicable wire size

Standard specification       Option

Standard specification       Option

Both-ends crimping machine

Both-ends crimping machine

Seal insertion and both-ends 
crimping machine

Seal insertion and both-ends 
crimping machine

Intermediate strip handling machine

※1 An option is available to replace standard clamp with a heavy gauge style clamp.The crimping press capability is of the standard 
specification.

※2 The mm2/AWG conversion for wire size is for reference only.
※3 The motor amplifier remodeling is needed for 5.0mm2 of TRD301.
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Greatly enhanced processing capacity

Wire Handling eco-wires

PC control implemented

Energy conservation and noise reduction
Electric power consumption was reduced by 30%
(As compared to our conventional machine (TRD111))

Appearance (Stainless cover & White color tone)

Crimp to crimp 4,500 pieces / h
(TRD301 to process Crimp to crimp with cutting length of 100mm)

Single-end seal insertion 3,000 pieces / h：2,400 pieces / h
(TRD301WPA,TRD301WPSA,TRD301WPSB / TRD302WPA,TRD302WPSB to process
single-end seal insertion and crimp to crimp with cutting length of 100mm)

Crimp to crimp 3,600 pieces / h
(TRD302 to process Crimp to crimp with cutting length of 100mm)

Both-ends seal insertion 2,800 pieces / h：2,200 pieces / h
(TRD301WPA,TRD301WPC / TRD302WPA to process both-ends seal insertion 
and crimping with cutting length of 100mm)

Intermediate stripping 1,450 pieces / h
(TRD301MS to process intermediate stripping and crimp to crimp 
with cutting length of 100mm per one intermediate window strip)

Comprehensive creative compilation of wire processing technologies, 
and the know-how are all integrated TRD301/302 series.

Wire feed system using integrated pre-feeder with itsﾕ synchronized 
length measuring for accuracy from an accumulation that allows 
wire-friendly handling different type of wire insulation e.g.; eco-wires, 
TXL, AVS and others. This concept reduces burden on the cables 
and insulations giving advantage to processing eco-wires and 
specialty wires. In addition, the wire feed system and wire clamp 
mechanism were totally improved,  F clamp wire diameter pneumatic 
self adjustable and R clamp with a high rigid reliability for stabilized 
positioning.

The ball screw with the latest in servomotor drive units for ultimate 
high-accuracy.  The already proven design of TR201 for short and 
small gauge wire processing.  Improved design success to the 
cutter unit and clamp mechanism for compatibility in speed 
acceleration processing.

Energy conservation and noise reduction were improved by using 
weight reducing design for the mechanisms and by adopting the 
precision ball screws having less drive loss.

The ShinPro visualization of graphics makes software user friendly, 
simple to operate and to customize operation screen. Software 
control is Windows-based user interface that enhances general-
purpose properties.
*Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation, U.S.A.

Painting was eliminated in locations where wires and terminals are 
in contact. Terminal guides and wire trays are made of stainless 
steel. 
All structural covers were improved to stainless steel for clean 
housekeeping.
White color tone feeling surrounds frame structure and crimping 
presses.

Noise Reduced from 83dB to 78dB
Electric power consumption Reduced from 0.62kW to 0.45kW
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Safety cover
The cover opens upward, providing improved accessibility for exchanging an applicator or other 
occasions.

High-accuracy and high-speed drive system
The positioning unit (X-Y precision linear table) and the cutter unit use ball screws technology for 
higher accuracy with linear guide mechanism and higher rigidity than in the conventional machines. 
The drive control system uses up-to-date servomotor controls and a CPU of higher level specification. 
This compilation of technologies maximize productivity, high processing accuracy and provides high 
quality standards for cutting, striping depth by the cutter and terminal crimping process.

Length measuring unit
Maximum wire feed rate was increased to as high as 6 m/s.
The roller pressure can be adjusted by air pressure, allowing quantitative control.

Lowering crimp position
The lowering position is set vertically and controlled by timing data, speed cycle and air cylinder 
management in junction with the digital crimping press synchronize mechanism that is fully 
programmable. This new technology for both the front and rear sides improves the overall crimp quality of 
the wire and terminal enhancing the stability of crimp position.

Front side clamp
An automatic self-adjustment link type guide according to wire 
diameter and self centering, eliminating the necessity of nozzle 
exchange. (Patent applied for.)

Ergonomically 
replacing terminal 
reels
The lower terminal or upper terminal 
reel can be use. The lower is placed 
inside frame of the machine and the 
rigid upper terminal reel can be 
adjusted for side feed or end feed 
terminal reel.
(Design registration No. 1130371 for 
the semi-built-into lower position 
removing type terminal reel.)

Rear side clamp
Both clamp open system improving grip range with a more 
precise longer aluminum cast clamp and increase in V shapes 
with grooved surface. The delivery distance was reduced for 
better handling of complete wire between blades and clamps.

New design digital 
crimping press
Standard digital crimping press on all TRD series 
machines;
High rigid frame model crimping press newly 
design strengthens the mechanics to pursue 
enhanced quality. The standard automatic crimp 
height adjustment on all digital crimping presses 
also enhances the stability of quality standard and 
covers crimping of up to 3 mm2 class. 
(Patent No. 3402554)

Upper terminal reel

Lower terminal reel
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Batch Data Wire Data F-side crimping data

R-side crimping data F-side seal dataF-side seal data R-side seal dataR-side seal data

●Up to 1,000 work data can be set by storing the processing jobs into the database and combing 6 types of 
master data with 200 items.
●Each master data can be registered for 200 data.
●Language on the screen can be selected from Japanese, English, Thai, Indonesian, Korea, Chinese and 
Spanish simplified characters.

Work restrictions can be set for different user 
levels (administrator, manager, operator and 
maintenance).

Automatic terminal crimp height adjustment 
and the crimping position can be store in 
ShinPro PC control.

Error record of 1,000 cases can be stored 
automatically.

PC control
Operability was further enhanced with the user friendly and operator comfort for anybody to handle easy data input 
with on screen graphics viewing.

Data List

User set screen Crimper handle screen Error record screen
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Both ends crimping machine

TRD301
Maximum processing capacity: 4,500 pieces per hour
(Length: 100 mm, crimp to crimp)

●Maximum length measuring speed was increased to 6 
m/s. The capacity was greatly enhanced also for long 
length processing.

●Digital crimping press was installed as standard. The 
automatic crimp height also standardize because of 
using high-rigidity frame.

●An operating system using a PC control.
●The upward opening safety cover provides good 
accessibility for quick set-up change.

●Lower removal or upper removal can be selected for 
terminal reel hanger.

●Wire trays, covers and terminal guides all made of 
stainless steel.

Processing Capacity（TRD301）
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At time of standard length
measurement speed (4 m/s)

TRD111
(Conventional machine)

At time of max. length
measurement speed  (6 m/s)

〈Operational Conditions〉
Crimping at both ends with preset
 / Machine speed max.
 / Stripping length of 5mm
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Newly developed seal insertion unit

Single-end seal insertion of 3,000 pieces per hour at maximum

Both-ends seal insertion of 2,800 pieces per hour at maximum

Newly developed seal insertion unit

Processing Capacity（TRD301WPA/TRD301WPSA）

(Machine mounted with both-ends four-module seal units) (Machine mounted with single-end four-module seal unit)

(Single-end seal insertion and both-ends crimp processing: cutting length of 100 mm)

(Both-ends seal insertion and crimp processing: cutting length of 100 mm)

Four-module seal units seal insertion and both-ends crimping machine

* Shown machine is equipped with various options.

(Patent applied for.)
●Four-module seal unit
Total of 8 different seals, four on 
each side of the machine and can 
process both seal insertion 
simultaneously at any time. 
Seals are pre-program can be 
selected automatically by setting 
up the operation data.

●Seal insertion speed 
   was increased greatly.

●Stabilized high-speed
   processing by means
   of stocking mechanism

The speed was increased by 43% 
as compared to the conventional 
machine (TRD111WPA). Wire can 
be supported without being 
nipped because the wire guide 
mechanism is controlled by servo-
motor drive system. Furthermore, 
the operation speed was 
enhanced greatly.

The stocking mechanism, which 
feeds the next seal while the 
inserting operation is performed 
in the main body, makes delay of 
air transport difficult to affect the 
machine processing speed, and 
realizes stabilized high-speed 
processing.

Figure for seal inserting operation Seal fed from parts feeder is blown 
by air injection.

Seal flies inside the tube.

Slides into the escape.

Escape slides.

Seal is pushed into holder by the 
inserting pin.

Holder swings toward wire.

Wire guide to guide the wire is 
closed from above and below.

Before and after motion of clamp 
inserts the seal.

Insertion 
completed

Air injection

Transport tube

Inserting pin

Escape

Holder

Wire
Clamp
Wire guide

Seal insertion unit

Crimp to crimp, Length
measurement speed 6 m/s

Crimp to crimp, Length
measurement speed 4 m/s

Both ends seal insertion and both-
ends crimping

Length measurement speed 6 m/s
Both ends seal insertion and both-ends crimping

Length measurement speed 4 m/s

〈Operational Conditions〉
At time of length measurement 
speed 6 or 4 m/s  
Machine speed, max

Cutting Length（mm）
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Single end seal insertion: 2,600 pieces per hour at maximum

Maximum processing capacity: 1,450 pieces per hour

Compact one-module single end seal insertion unit

* Please ask us about available seal types. 

Processing Capacity（TRD301WPSB）

Processing Capacity（TRD301MS）

●Intermediate strips can be handled only by replacing the 
cutter blade and changing the software.

●Number of intermediate strips maximum of five as standard.
●Strip length is stabilized because of two blade 
cutting/stripping system.

　(Patent No. 2060004)

* Shown machine is equipped with various options.

* The manufacturer of applicators that this machine can load is Japan 
Automatic Machine Co., Ltd. If you use other manufacture's applicator, 
please consult with us. 

One-module single end seal insertion and both-ends crimping machine

Both-ends crimping machine handling intermediate strips

(Machine mounted with one-module single end seal unit)

(Single-end seal insertion and both-ends crimp 
processing: cutting length of 100 mm)

(One intermediate strip is cut with cutting length of 100 mm crimp to crimp)

●Seal inserting speed was increased greatly.
Processing capability was increased by 43% by means of mounting to a 
high-speed base machine and optimization of the machine movement.
(As compared to the conventional machine (TRD111WPSB).)

●Stable feeding by a separately installed parts feeder.
Effect of machine vibration was reduced to make stable seal supply 
possible.

●Compact unit allows easy replacement.
Switching to different seal is possible without replacing the sealing unit.

Figure for seal inserting operation 

Seal

Air injection

Transport tube

Holder

Wire Clamp
Wire guide

Seal fed from parts feeder is blown 
by air injection.

Seal flies inside the tube.

Slides into the holder.

Holder swings toward wire.

Wire guide to guide the wire is 
closed from above and below.

Before and after motion of clamp 
inserts the seal.

Insertion 
completed

Seal insertion unit

(Cutting/Stripping system)
Blade

Rear side clamp

Front side clamp

Blade for intermediate strips

Crimp to crimp, Length
measurement speed 6 m/s

Crimp to crimp, Length
measurement speed 4 m/s

One location

Two location
Three location

Four location
Five location

Single-end seal insertion and both-ends crimping
Length measurement speed 4 m/s

〈Operational Conditions〉
At time of length measurement 
speed 6 or 4 m/s  
Machine speed, max

〈Operational Conditions〉
Intermediate strips, Crimping at both 
ends with preset, Machine speed max

Cutting Length（mm）

Cutting Length（mm）
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Single-end seal insertion and both
-ends crimping

Length measurement speed 6 m/s
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F1×R4 module seal insertion and both-ends crimping machine

TRD301WPC
Both-ends seal insertion 2,800 pieces / h
(Both-ends seal insertion and crimp processing: cutting length of 100mm)

Processing Capacity (TRD301WPC)
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Cutting length (mm)

●One-module×four-module seal unit
Total of 5 different seals, one × four on each side of the machine and 
can process both seal insertion simultaneously at any time.
Seals are pre-program can be selected automatically by setting up the 
operation data.

●Stable feeding by a separately installed parts feeder
Effect of machine vibration was reduced to make stable seal supply possible.
* Please ask us about available seal types.

●Compact unit allows easy replacement.
Switching to different seal is possible without replacing the sealing unit

Crimp to crimp, Length
measurement speed 6 m/s

Both ends seal insertion and both ends crimping
Length measurement speed 4 m/s

〈Operation Conditions〉
At time of length measurement 
speed 6 or 4 m/s  
Machine speed, max

Crimp to crimp, Length
measurement speed 4 m/s

Both ends seal insertion and both ends crimping
Length measurement speed 6 m/s

Both-ends crimping machine

TRD302
Maximum processing capacity: 3,600 pieces per hour
(Length: 100 mm, crimp to crimp)
* Please consult with us if you need the cutting length of 100 mm or less.

●The newly developed digital crimping press, which is the same 
size as TRD301, provides 39.2kN (4t) crimping capability.   

●The number of consumable parts is reduced to the minimum, 
which decreases maintenance cost after purchase.   

●The wire feed system having a coupled pre-feeder and length 
measuring unit reduces burden on the cables and gives 
advantage to processing eco-wire and special wires.

●Increase in the clamp force of the air cylinder allows reliable grip 
of thick wires.

Processing Capacity （TRD302）
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Crimp to crimp,Length
measurement speed (4 m/s)

Crimp to crimp,Length
measurement speed (6 m/s)

- Option - ●Parts for 5.0mm2  wire
Parts for wire covering of 4 mm outside diameter or more are available.
* Ask our sales office for more details about changes of F-grip cylinder added to the standard parts.

〈Operational Conditions〉
At time of length measurement
speed 6 or 4 m/s Machine speed,max

* Shown machine is equipped with various options.
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Three-module seal units seal insertion and both-ends crimping machine

TRD302WPA/TRD302WPSA
Single-end seal insertion of 2,400 pieces per hour at maximum
（Single-end seal insertion and both-ends crimp processing: cutting length of 100 mm）

Both-ends seal insertion of 2,200 pieces per hour at maximum
（Both-ends seal insertion and both-ends crimp processing: cutting length of 100 mm）

（Machine mounted with both-ends three-module seal units） （Machine mounted with single-end three-module seal unit）

●Three-module seal unit for large size seals.　　
Provide processing of seals with outside diameter 
of up to φ10mm.

●Roller of coarse pitch and thick wire cutter to prevent 
slipping in wire feeding process.
* Ask our sales office for more details.

* Shown machine is equipped with various options.

Three-module seal unit

Seals with outside diameter of up to φ10 mm can be processed.

Option

■Crimping Monitor for TRD301 TCM301
Features
●PC connectivity: The PC software of TRD301 provides terminal data to 
set parameters automatically.
●Environment-friendly: RoHS compliant, low power consumption.

Detection capability
●Detection of cut core wires: 1/3 or more (In case of 7 core wires, 2 wires 
or more can be detected.)
●Crimp height error: In case of 6/100 mm or more fluctuation
●Insulation in crimp: 2 mm or more
●Short brush: 1.5 mm or more
●Chunk cut, no strip (remained coating)
＊Capability sometimes varies according to combination of terminals and 
wires, and status of applicator.

Main functions
●Number of stored parameter settings to judge OK/NG: Up to 1,000
●Waveform history: Stored by date files for every day. The history can be 
checked off-line.
●Help function: The operation manual and the troubleshooting can be 
displayed on the screen during operation.

Crimping Monitor

TCM301 (Terminating Crimping Monitor for TRD301)

TRD301

24VDC, 7 mA, Photo-coupler insulation

24VDC, 500 mA (MAX)

Open drain with overcurrent protection

JST XA Series, 10Pin

24VDC/20W or less

Connection process

Board → PC

PC → Board

Pressure sensor

LAN

I/O signal

Power source

Detectable crimping range

Reference electric wire size

Reference terminal size

OK/NG judgment＊

Operating environment

LAN

TCP/IP

Waveform data (2ch) × 2,000

Reference data (2ch)

Data to judge OK/NG

Judgment parameter

Operation mode data

BNC connector × 2

LAN (Ethernet) 100BASE-TX

4 points for input and output individually

Input circuit

Output
circuit

Connector

Double-pole

2 to 18kN

0.2 to 2sq

Terminal thickness: 0.3 to 0.6ｔ

Chunk cut: 100% detectable

No strip (remained coating): 100% detectable

Insulation in crimp: 2 mm or more

Short brush: 1.5 mm or more

Crimp height error: In case of 6/100 mm or more fluctuation

.net Framework 2.0 SP1 must be installed.

Dedicated 1ch is necessary

Indoors

0 to 40℃

Up to 85% RH, non condensing

－10 to 50℃

Up to 85% RH, non condensing

Model

Type

Applicable model

Usage 

environment

Power source

Communication

Interface

Detection

Operating 

environment

Operation/Storage

Operation temperature

Operation humidity

Storage temperature

Storage humidity

■Standard specification

＊ Judgment performance depends on the combination of an electric wire and terminal.
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■Paper coiler

■Pre-feeder fitted accumulator
It absorbs hindered contraction at length measurement of long material, 
and performs bundling smoothly.
* R10 is optional.

■Air type wire straightener

■Extension wire stackers

■Terminal overload sensor
■Reel hanger for the end feed.

It detects entanglement and hang-up 
of terminals.

■Special cutter blades
R-blade cutter: Strip blade has R-shape.
Thin blade: The strip blade has an angle of 20 degrees.
Please consult with us for any other requirements.

■Special roller
For special types of wire insulation that can be easily damaged. Steel-made rollers (coarse pitch/fine pitch), 
urethane rollers, diamond electrodepositing rollers and removable urethane rollers are available. Please 
consult with us for any other requirements.

The roller pressure is 
pneumatically controlled 
by air cylinder. Wide 
variety of wire types can 
be taken care of by the air 
suspension effect.

It's installed compactly inside the 
terminal guide. Constant rotation 
sliding clutch type, power source of 
200VAC and capable of removing the 
paper interlayer by means of rotation.

■Removable pre-feeder urethane roller
Removable Urethane of pre-feeder urethane roller can reduce cost 
for exchanging.

■Dial type wire straightener
Starightering roller, of which pitch can be adjusted in increments of 
0.1mm, enables easy process management for wire processing. 

Only urethane can be exchanged.

Length measuring urethane rollerLength measuring urethane roller Length measuring diamond Length measuring diamond 
electrodepositing rollerelectrodepositing roller

Pre-feeder urethane rollerPre-feeder urethane roller Pre-feeder diamond Pre-feeder diamond 
electrodepositing rollerelectrodepositing roller

Counter (1 pitch: 0.1mm)

New design

R10

Option

Type

Maximum cut length

Number of accumulation 
(Note 1)

Up to 1,000

Up to 1,500

Up to 5,500

200 pieces

100 pieces

50 pieces

Feed rate (Note 2)

Machine 
dimensions 
(Note 3)

Length

Height

Depth

Note 1: A case of wire equivalent to AVSS2.0 mm2.
Note 2, Note 3: Specification of higher speed is employed than the

 conventional machines of TRS153/253/353 for TRD111,
 and the height is reduced.

Length measuring urethane roller Length measuring diamond 
electrodepositing roller

Pre-feeder urethane roller Pre-feeder diamond 
electrodepositing roller

It prevents tangles in processing 
long-length wire size.
The wire tray is made of stainless steel.

OFF ON
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Length measuring urethane roller Length measuring diamond 
electrodepositing roller

Pre-feeder urethane roller Pre-feeder diamond 
electrodepositing roller

TRD301 TRD301WPA
TRD301WPSA

TRD302WPA
TRD302WPSATRD301WPSB TRD301WPC TRD301MS TRD302

(Note 1) Capacity might change depending on the processing conditions and processing data.
(Note 2) Processing may be difficult depending on wire type.
(Note 3) Length may become longer depending on setting of the applicator and processing data.
(Note 4) Please consult us if you need the cutting length of 75 mm or less. 
(Note 5) Please consult with us if you require a shape larger than the indicated size.

(Note 6) The indications are of the standard specification. Others than the indications, such as the 
             "Bowl feeder type", may be possible we may have to use parts feeder other than the drum type 
              depending on seal type.
(Note 7) A voltage changing transformer is available for use in other countries than Japan upon request.
(Note 8) The indicated values are for the main body only. For the installation dimensions, please see the 
              overall size drawing.

■Dimensional outline Drawing

■Specifications

Type

Both-ends crimping
machine

Size

Wire O.D

Processing
Capacity(*1)

Wire Size(*2)

Full strip

Semi strip
Strip Length

Cutting Length Max

Cutting Length Min.(*3)

Applicable seal(*5)

Seal supply system(*6)

Power(*7)

Main body dimensions(*8)

Press Capacity

Applicable Terminal

Motion Control

Air Supply

Displayed language

Operation Temperature

Weight

Front side insertion
and both-ends crimping

Both-ends seal insertion
and both-ends crimping

 4,500 pcs/h 4,100 pcs/h 4,500 pcs/h 4,100 pcs/h  3,600 pcs/h 3,250 pcs/h

    2,800 pcs/h

  3,000 pcs/h 2,600 pcs/h    2,400 pcs/h

   0.2 - 2.0 mm2    　　　　　　0.3 - 3.0 mm2

 　　　  φ1.0 - 3.0 mm    　　　　　   φ1.4 - 3.8 mm

  1 - 17 mm (0.1 mm Unit)   　　　　　1 - 17 mm (0.1 mm Unit)

  1 - 25 mm (0.1 mm Unit)   　　　　　1 - 25 mm (0.1 mm Unit)

    9.999 mm

   100 mm (at seal insertion) 

   24.5kN (2.5 t)   　　　　　　39.2kN (4.0)

 　  Continuous Open Barrel, Side and End Feed

  Outside diameter of φ8 mm, length of 12 mm or less, circular rubber seal

  Drum type parts feeder and in-tube air transport system

 10 Axis AC servo-control 10 Axis AC servo-control 11 Axis AC servo-control 　　  10 Axis AC servo-control

   Three phase ±200V AC±20V 15A 50/60Hz

  0.5Mpa (5kgf/cm2）or over 0.1m3/min (100r/min) Normal or over

   Two-languages comprised of English and one another language(Japanese, Chinese, Thai, Spanish, Indonesian or Korean)

    15 - 25 ℃

  Height 1,530 mm × Width 1,080 mm × Depth 880 mm (main body only, excluding protrusions)

100 mm(*4)
(In Short mode: 75mm)

1,450 pcs/h
(Intermediate strip at one location)

TRD302WPA
2,200 pcs/h

TRD301WPA
2,800 pcs/h

95 mm 
(at intermediate strip)

100 mm(*4)
(In Short mode: 75mm)

100 mm 
(at seal insertion)

Intermediate strip length
10 - 20 mm

Input is 5 - 22mm 
(0.1 mm Unit)

 AVSS　0.3 - 2.0mm2

CAVUS0.3 - 125mm2

Main body of about 670kg
Pre-feeder of about 40kg

Main body of about 690kg
Pre-feeder of about 40kg

Main body of about 690kg
Pre-feeder of about 40kg

No.1: Outside diameter of φ8 mm, length of 12 mm or less
No.2, 3: Outside diameter of φ10mm, length of 12 mm or
less, circular rubber seal

Drum type parts feeder and 
in-tube air transport system

Main body of about 670kg
Pre-feeder of about 40kg

12 Axis AC servo-control 
11 Axis AC servo-control 

12 Axis AC servo-control 
11 Axis AC servo-control 

OFFOFF ONON

Unit:mm

Pre-feeder

42
0

930

End feeding reel hanger

1,
08
0

1,
45
0

A
pp
ro
x.
2,
32
0※

1
A
pp
ro
x.
2,
20
0

1,470880
2,170

2,970

4,670Approx.2,400～2,700

Parts feeder unit 
(In case of seal supply)※2

* Reel hanger for the end feed and extension wire stacker are optional.
※1　In case TRD301WPC：2,260.
※2　In case TRD301WPC, a parts feeder unit serves as upper one-module and lower four-module.

Extension wire stackers 
TRS153A TRS253A TRS353A TRS553A
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■ Our overseas bases and the distributor service network

Shanghai

Guangzhou

Bangkok

Hong kong

Hanoi

Takarazuka Plant

Korea

EL Paso

Overseas Business Office

Overseas Special Agent

List of models for applicable applicators
(Various types of applicators made by the manufacturers in the table below can be mounted.)

Maker for Automatic for Manual

J.S.T.Mfg.Co.,Ltd
Japan Automatic Machine Co.,Ltd
YAZAKI CO.,LTD
Japan Aviation Electronics Industry,Ltd (JAE)
Molex Inc.
Tyco Electronics AMP K.K.
Hirose Electronic Co.,Ltd.
Nippon Tanshi Co.,Ltd.

The end feed (for manual machine) cannot be used.
Note: The minimum cutting length may vary depending on the depth of applicator used. 
 Please be careful that no interchangeability is available with the attachment to the old model (TRD111 series).
 Please consult with us for manufacturers other than the above.
 A simple removing device (a quick attachment base that is removable by single click the applicator attachments of 
 different make) is available. 

Singapore
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ShinMaywa Industries, Ltd.
3-2-43, Shitte, Tsurumi-ku, Yokohama, 230-0003, Japan Customer Service Section
Telephone :  +81-45-584-1321     Facsimile  : +81-45-575-5462       1-1, Shinmeiwa-cho, Takarazuka-shi, Hyogo 665-0052, Japan
e-mail :  overseas@shinmaywa.co.jp                    Telephone :  +81-798-54-1836     Facsimile  : +81-798-54-1882

e-mail :  awp.cs@shinmaywa.co.jp

Kansai Sales Office  Telephone : +81-6-4867-5520  Facsimile : +81-6-6397-6003
Chubu Sales Office  Telephone : +81-52-231-2501  Facsimile : +81-52-212-4720

ShinMaywa (America), Ltd.
10737 Gateway West. Suite 240
El Paso, Texas 79935, U.S.A.
Telephone : +1-915-594-9862
Facsimile  : +1-915-594-9866
e-mail : info@shinmaywaamerica.com

ShinMaywa (Asia) Pte. Ltd.
8 Burn Road, #14-10 Trivex, 
Singapore 369977
Telephone : +65-6224-0728
Facsimile  : +65-6224-9678
e-mail : asia.ad@shinmaywa.com.sg

http://www.shinmaywa.co.jp/awp/awp_e/index.htm Printed on recycled paper.

Specifications and dimensions are subject to change without notice.

Wire Processing Systems Dept. Industrial Machinery Systems Div.

ShinMaywa (Shanghai) Trading Co., Ltd.
Room 401-09 Kirin Business Center 4F No.666
Gubei Road, Changning District, Shanghai, China (200336)
Telephone : +86-21-2216-6550
Facsimile  : +86-21-2216-6553
e-mail : shanghai@shinmaywa.co.jp

ShinMaywa (Shanghai) Trading Co., Ltd. Guangzhou office
Room D, Floor 23, ChungKiu Building, 
76 Xianlie Road Central, 
Guangzhou, P.R.China. 510070
Telephone : +86-20-8732-7375
Facsimile  : +86-20-8732-7376

ShinMaywa (Bangkok) Co., Ltd.
No.159/2 Serm-Mit Tower, Ground Floor, Unit G03/1, Sukhumvit 21 (Asok) Road, 
North Klongtoey, Wattana, Bangkok 10110 Thailand
Telephone : +66-2-259-4473
Facsimile  : +66-2-259-4475
e-mail : Bangkok@shinmaywa.co.jp


